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Abstract: As modern communication networks grow more and more complex,
manually maintaining an overview of deployed soft- and hardware is challenging.
Mechanisms such as fingerprinting are utilized to automatically extract information
from ongoing network traffic and map this to a specific device or application, e. g.,
a browser. Active approaches directly interfere with the traffic and impose security
risks or are simply infeasible. Therefore, passive approaches are employed, which
only monitor traffic but require a well-designed feature set since less information is
available. However, even these passive approaches impose privacy risks. Browser
identification from encrypted traffic may lead to data leakage, e. g., the browser his-
tory of users. We propose a passive browser fingerprinting method based on explain-
able features and evaluate two privacy protection mechanisms, namely differentially
private classifiers and differentially private data generation. With a differentially
private Random Decision Forest, we achieve an accuracy of 0.877. If we train a
non-private Random Forest on differentially private synthetic data, we reach an ac-
curacy up to 0.887, showing a reasonable trade-off between utility and privacy.
Keywords: Browser Fingerprinting, Differential Privacy, Privacy-Preserving Ma-
chine Learning, Synthetic Data Generation
1 Introduction
Due to the rising complexity of enterprise networks, it is important to keep track of the network
inventory to match the deployed software with Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
databases, detecting outdated or unwanted browsers and applications. Additionally, enterprise
policies might require employees to use a specific browser. To retrieve information about utilized
browsers for possibly enforcing such rules, browser fingerprinting is applied. Fingerprinting
describes the extraction of characteristic values or patterns by either actively injecting requests
and analyzing responses, e. g., via JavaScript, or by passively observing the network traffic. The
extracted information is then matched with fingerprint databases or used as input for Machine
Learning (ML)-based approaches.
The aforementioned active fingerprinting approaches obtain information via dedicated browser
APIs, such as a list of installed fonts and plugins [LBBA20], or hardware-level features [CLW17].
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The disadvantage is that only the server hosting the website can collect the fingerprint [YC14].
If the adversary is not hosting the server but can only eavesdrop on the communication between
the client and the server, active approaches are not feasible [YC14]. Furthermore, with the rise
of traffic encryption, the content of packets cannot be accessed anymore. That is, commonly uti-
lized features like the HTTP User-Agent, which contain information about the operating system
(OS) and browser, cannot be extracted easily. We do not apply Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), as
encrypted traffic needs to be decrypted via invasive methods, which raises privacy concerns.
Therefore, we propose a ML-based method to differentiate between two browsers solely based
on packet headers; thus our passive approach works on encrypted traffic. However, metadata
from packet headers alone could still compromise privacy. Yen et al. have shown that web-
site fingerprinting is more effective if the browser is detected first [YHMR09]. While network
monitoring is a legitimate interest in compliance with the General Data Processing Regulation
(GDPR) [Eur21], e. g., to secure the network, reconstructing the browser history invokes a clear
invasion of privacy. Thus, privacy needs to be protected in browser fingerprinting. This results
in a trade-off between utility and privacy, as simultaneously providing privacy protection and
enabling browser detection might be contradicting.
For that, we consider two different privacy protection mechanisms based on differential pri-
vacy [Dwo06]. Firstly, we use a differentially private Random Decision Forest (DPRF) to iden-
tify browsers [FI17]. Unlike non-private decision trees (DTs), where the generated tree leaks
information, the output of the private ML algorithm preserves privacy [FI19]. Secondly, since
this protection mechanism does not protect the raw data, we, therefore, evaluate the utility of dif-
ferentially private synthetic data, i. e., we apply ML algorithms on private synthetic data. In this
case, data is protected directly with QUAIL and PATE-CTGAN by creating a synthetic dataset
that guarantees differential privacy [RLP+20]. The main contributions of this paper are:
1. We propose a ML-based method solely based on network traffic features to identify the
used browser. The selected features for our ML model are obtained with domain knowl-
edge and are explainable for network administrators. Our results show that Google Chrome
and Mozilla Firefox can be detected with accuracy values above 0.98.
2. We incorporate two different privacy protections into browser fingerprinting. Firstly, we
examine the effectiveness of a DPRF and analyze the trade-off between privacy and utility.
Secondly, we create a synthetic dataset, which guarantees differential privacy, and evaluate
its utility for browser fingerprinting. We show that accuracy values in both cases are still
high even under the strict guarantees of differential privacy.
3. We publish the browser fingerprinting source code and our datasets [DM21]. That is, we
release the initial dataset as well as our synthetic datasets. Moreover, we release the source
code to generate the differentially private synthetic data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on browser fin-
gerprinting and provides some theoretical foundations on differential privacy. In Section 3, we
explain our data collection, feature extraction, and define a non-private baseline. Section 4 and
Section 5 evaluate the two privacy protection mechanisms, namely differentially private classi-
fiers and differentially private data generation. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss the limitations
of our approach, draw conclusions from our results, and provide an outlook to future work.
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2 Background and Related Work
To differentiate our work from others, we provide an overview of related work concerning
browser fingerprinting and classification. We highlight the restrictions of the different approaches
but also point out similarities and useful aspects. In this regard, we also provide an introduction
to differential privacy to make our own approach comprehensible.
2.1 Browser Fingerprinting and Classification
Early approaches on browser fingerprinting include active methods, which analyze installed fonts
and plugins by actively injecting requests via JavaScript or similar. Eckersley [Eck10] was one of
the first to identify such means. Succeeding Eckersley’s work, others improved fingerprinting by
using dedicated APIs like Canvas [MS12], WebGL [CLW17], or by utilizing font metrics [FE15]
and JavaScript engines [MBYS11, MRH+13]. Summarizing the most commonly used features,
Laperdrix et al. performed a large-scale analysis on browser fingerprinting [LRB16], and more
recently, also conducted a survey regarding active approaches and online tools [LBBA20]. Fur-
ther work focuses on the evolution of fingerprints over time [VLRR18].
Even though active fingerprinting is well-studied, it may be circumvented by disabling Flash,
WebGL, and Canvas [AL17], or even imposes security risks, as JavaScript is prone to drive-
by downloads and enables cross-site scripting [MRH+13]. Several browsers already implement
techniques to block API-based methods [GLB18]. This process is hindered further with users’
rising privacy-awareness and the introduction of encrypted traffic. New methods have to be
employed, e. g., by passively monitoring traffic and extracting relevant information regarding
characteristic patterns. Browser traffic is characterized as highly dynamic and unpredictable, as
it is dependent on user input and the content of websites [BvC+17, BvC+20], and differs from
other applications [vBC+20]. Zhioua [Zhi15] showcased the diverging resource scheduling of
browsers. Consequently, a feature set capturing this behavior is reasonable.
An early approach to passive fingerprinting was proposed by Yen et al. [YHMR09]. Intro-
ducing flow-related features, such as the number of simultaneous flows and the time between
consequent flows, the authors characterized the behavior of four different browsers on the basis
of the Alexa Top 150 websites and achieved a precision and recall of at least 0.71. Only utilizing
interval-based features related to the packet sizes, reasonable classification accuracies have been
achieved for the Alexa Top 9 websites by Yu and Chan-Tin [YC14]. They compared different
ML algorithms with C4.5 performing best. Samizade et al. [SSSG20] conducted similar studies
regarding the feature space. In addition to the size-related features, they also included features
concerned with the sheer number of packets. They trained a Neural Network (NN) and achieved
high accuracies. Other algorithms, namely Support Vector Machine (SVM) and RF, performed
significantly worse in comparison. Other works focused on combined browser detection with
other detection problems. Mühlstein et al. [MZB+17] identified triples of OS, application, and
browser. The authors attributed bursty behavior to browser traffic and, consequently, included
features related to traffic peaks into their feature space. Using SVMs, they were able to achieve an
accuracy over 0.96. Richardson and Garcia [RG20] focused on the detection of tuples composed
of OS and browser. They, too, included burst-related features and the number of concurrent flows.
They compared supervised and unsupervised approaches, with the k-nearest Neighbor (kNN) al-
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gorithm and hierarchical ward clustering performing best, respectively. Husak et al. [HČJČ16]
fingerprinted the unencrypted initial packets of the SSL/TLS handshake, a commonly used trans-
port layer protocol for encryption. They reconstructed the HTTP User-Agent of clients from the
generated fingerprints by matching the prints with a dictionary.
While the passive approaches avoid problems of active mechanisms, new issues emerge. With
browser detection more information may be leaked, e. g., visited websites [YHMR09], which
constitutes an invasion of privacy. So, further privacy mechanisms have to be employed to protect
the data and the ML model, which is the focus of our work.
2.2 Differential Privacy
As already mentioned before, both privacy protections mechanisms in the browser fingerprinting
use case build upon differential privacy. Therefore, we define differential privacy as formalized
by Dwork [Dwo06, p. 9] – slightly adapted for (ε,δ )-differential privacy [DR14]:
Definition 1 ((ε,δ )-Differential Privacy) A randomized function K gives (ε,δ )-differential
privacy if for all data sets D1 and D2 differing on at most one element, and all S⊆ Range(K),
Pr[K(D1) ∈ S]≤ exp(ε)×Pr[K(D2) ∈ S]+δ (1)
In this definition, ε is commonly referred to as the privacy budget and δ as the failure proba-
bility [JE19, DR14]. In general, smaller values of ε offer higher privacy guarantees but lower
utility. Accordingly, larger values of ε reduce the privacy guarantees but increase utility. We
investigate the impact of the privacy budget for browser fingerprinting in Section 4.
In this paper, we consider the application of differentially private mechanisms for the browser
fingerprinting use case. Overall, we consider two research directions of differential privacy:
privacy-preserving ML and privacy-preserving synthetic data generation.
In privacy-preserving ML, researchers design algorithms to release ML models without harm-
ing the privacy of individuals [VSBH13]. Chaudhuri et al. present privacy-preserving versions
of SVMs and Logistic Regression [CMS11]. Vaidya et al. propose a private Naive Bayes clas-
sifier [VSBH13]. To guarantee differential privacy, the authors add Laplace noise to the clas-
sifier’s parameters. Fletcher and Islam design a DPRF classifier using the Exponential mech-
anism [FI17]. That is, a scoring function assigns utility values to all possible outputs. Higher
utility values are assigned to more appealing outputs [MT07]. Further, with higher utility, out-
puts are also returned with an exponentially increasing probability [MT07, FI17]. Later, Fletcher
and Islam surveyed existing private DT classifiers [FI19]. The authors compare existing DT al-
gorithms, e. g., in terms of accuracy.
For privacy-preserving synthetic data generation, researchers make use of Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (GANs) [GPM+14]. As described by Goodfellow et al. [GPM+14], the genera-
tive and the discriminative model in the GAN framework have the following opposing functions.
The generator tries to create synthetic data, which should reflect the real data distribution. Given
such synthetic and real samples, the discriminator tries to identify them either as synthetic or as
real. Overall, the goal of the framework is to create synthetic data that is indistinguishable from
real data for the discriminator [GPM+14].
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Several studies combine GANs with differential privacy. Xie et al. developed a differentially
private GAN [XLW+18]. The authors ensure differential privacy with the addition of noise
during training. Jordon et al. combine GANs with the Private Aggregation of Teacher Ensem-
bles (PATE) framework to generate private synthetic data [JYv19]. Torkzadehmahani et al. pro-
pose a conditional GAN training framework, which is differentially private with the addition of
Gaussian noise while optimizing the GAN’s discriminator network [TKP19]. Their framework
can create synthetic data but also the respective labels for supervised ML tasks. Rosenblatt et
al. [RLP+20] build upon Conditional Tabular GAN (CTGAN) [XSCV19]. The authors apply the
PATE framework to CTGAN to create PATE-CTGAN and add in another approach noise to the
discriminator resulting in DP-CTGAN. Additionally, the authors propose the QUAIL method,
which can enhance the quality of synthetic datasets for supervised ML tasks [RLP+20].
3 Dataset Description and Baseline Evaluation
In this section, we define the underlying methodology, utilized tools, and set a baseline model
without privacy constraints for follow-up analyses. This includes the data collection, feature
extraction from said data, and the training of an RF with optimized hyper–parameters.
3.1 Experimental Setup
We utilize a simple testbed, consisting of a Linux Desktop (Ubuntu 20.04), which automatically
visits the Tranco Top 500 websites [LvTJ19] and records the resulting network traffic. The uti-
lized browsers are Chrome (Version 89.0) and Firefox (Version 87.0). Both browsers are in their
standard configuration, so no extra plugins or addons are installed. The ranking is iterated from
top to bottom and is repeated five times for each browser. This results in 2500 runs each or
5000 runs in total, with runs being the webpage calls. After each run, the local cache is emp-
tied, and unsuccessful runs are canceled after 60 seconds. The two browsers are measured in
an alternating manner, e. g., if the first browser visits a website, the site is immediately after-
wards visited by the second browser. This results in paired measurements, which should ensure
that both measurements within one pair face similar network conditions and website content,
although these influence factors could not be controlled in the measurement setup. The traffic
collection stops two seconds after the LoadEventEnd is triggered, which is a property supported
by most browsers and determines the time, when the static content is fully loaded. To ensure
that there are no fragments of traffic prior to the webpage call, the head of the data is cut off
according to the NavigationStart property, which determines the exact start of the call. Similar
to the LoadEventEnd, this is also a property supported by most browsers. We only include traffic
from the desktop to external destinations or vice-versa. So, no local traffic is included, which
filters out, e. g., DNS requests. Lastly, we extract our features from this processed data.
3.2 Feature Extraction
The focus of our feature set is on the potential differences in scheduling behavior and traffic flow.
The individual samples in the dataset are the webpage calls, which are described on different
granularities, i. e., packet- and flow-based, briefly shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Coarse Overview of Extracted Features
Feature Description
Generic
Packet/Flow Count Number of packets/flows.
Protocol/Flag Count Occurrences of transport protocols and TCP flags.
Protocol Entropy Dispersion of utilized transport protocols.
IP/Port Entropy Dispersion of involved IPs/Ports.
Flow-
based
Time between Flows Time until the subsequent non-overlapping flow.
Parallel Flows Number of maximum coexisting other flows.
Flow Duration Lifetime of flows.
Flow Size Size of flows.
Packet-
based
Burst Count Number of traffic peaks.
Burst Duration Duration of traffic peaks.
Inter-Arrival Time Time between packet-arrivals.
Generic features have the coarsest granularity, as they concern the whole run or are applicable
on both packet- and flow-basis. They are easily extractable since they are merely simple counters.
This feature group consists of the sheer number of packets and flows in a run, as well as the
number of occurrences of transport protocols, i. e., TCP and UDP, which is applicable to either
packets or flows. Additionally, we record the occurrences of various TCP flags, e. g., FIN or RST,
since the browsers may choose to terminate their connections differently. The protocol entropy
is a more compact metric to measure the transport layer protocol diversity. We also measure the
IP entropy, as the diversity of addressed IPs may vary due to addressing of different, possibly
browser-specific, Content Delivery Networks (CDNs). Last, the port entropy is of interest, since
it captures the ratio of port 80 and 443, i. e., unsecured and secured transmission.
Flow-based features include more sophisticated features, which are no mere counters but con-
tain statistics about the underlying distribution, i. e., mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurto-
sis, minimum, maximum, and median. The time between non-overlapping flows can be inter-
preted as the inter-arrival time (IAT) of flows and is motivated by the fact that one resource may
be put on hold until another download is finished. Furthermore, since a diverging scheduling
behavior is possibly more visible at the beginning, we calculate this feature not only over all
flows but also for the first x flows, with x ∈ {5,10,20,30,40}. Moreover, we compute the maxi-
mum number of other coexisting flows for each flow, based on the fact that browsers might only
establish a bounded number of connections. Since this mostly concerns connections to a specific
destination, we calculate this both with and without respect to the destination. Even though the
size of resources is highly dependent on the website, the browsers generally may have different
priorities on which content is downloaded first. Therefore, we also collect statistics about the
flow duration and size. Additionally, we calculate statistics about the size for the first x flows,
since contents may be requested in varying order.
The most fine-granular features are packet-based features. We mainly include features captur-
ing the burstiness of the connections, such as the burst count and the burst duration, done both
on the basis of the sheer number of packets and their size. We compute this with and without
respect to the corresponding flow since such a bursty behavior may only be visible when looking
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Figure 1: Feature Importances Determined by the Steps of the ML-Pipeline
at connections on their own. Lastly, the packet IAT can also be seen a measure of the burstiness
when detecting highly-varying or skewed inter-arrival times.
Counting in all different variations of each feature, e. g., dividing by up- and downlink, isolat-
ing the first flows, or other mentioned constraints, this results in a total of 368 features, including
all the different statistical measurements.
3.3 Browser Fingerprinting without Privacy Constraints
As a first scenario and to define an upper bound for the upcoming privacy analyses, we evaluate
the potential classification accuracy with optimal parameters, based on a non-private RF classi-
fier. RFs are often described as robust to overfitting and outliers [Bre01] and tend to perform well
for classification tasks [WAF16]. We achieve the optimization via nested cross-validation (CV),
which consists of a 10-fold outer and a 10-fold inner CV. The outer CV is useful to determine
the robustness of the model by creating different folds for training and test set, while the inner
CV is used for hyper–parameter optimization. We focus on the number of features, selected with
the ANOVA F-value, and search the corresponding parameter space by doubling the number for
every step, i. e., it is always a power of 2, except the last step, which considers all features.
Figure 1 illustrates the Top 10 features identified by the corresponding step in the ML-pipeline
for one of the outer folds. Thus, Figure 1a depicts the features fed into the RF and their respective
ANOVA F-values, while Figure 1b shows the Mean Decrease in Importance (MDI) of features
in the output model, i. e., the trained RF. The protocol entropy of flows ranks high in both rank-
ings. The same feature on packet-basis, as well as the occurrences of the Quick UDP Internet
Connections (QUIC) protocol are also contained, with QUIC being a novel alternative to TCP
and mainly supported by Chrome. The size of the first flows is also a feature which is reoccur-
ring multiple times. Looking at the raw traces, Chrome establishes more connections initially
but ultimately only uses one for the transmission. The Top 10 of the feature selection contain
several burst-related features, including packet IATs, which confirms the observations of related
work [RG20, MZB+17], whereas the Top 10 of the actual trained model only contain one feature
regarding the flow IATs. Lastly, the ranking of the output model contains the destination port
entropy, as Firefox tries to establish a secure connection first, i. e., over port 443 instead of port
80. Both of the shown rankings contain no mean values, but mainly minimum and maximum,
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Figure 2: Results of the Hyper–parameter Optimization of One Outer Fold
attributable to both browsers loading the same content but possibly different scheduling. They
identify a similar set for the Top 10, but the order differs, as the feature selection analyzes linear
dependencies, while the RF itself also learns non-linear relationships.
Over the ten outer folds, we achieve a stable average accuracy of 0.982, with a standard devi-
ation of 0.007. For the precision and recall for Chrome, we achieve values of 0.979 and 0.985,
respectively. Analogous, for Firefox we achieve a precision of 0.985 and a recall of 0.978. For
both browsers, these values are stable, with standard deviations not exceeding 0.014.
While the performance regarding accuracy, recall, and precision is stable, the optimal number
of features varies from 64 to all features. Figure 2 illustrates the average performance of the ten
inner folds of one outer fold, with error bars representing one standard deviation from the mean.
The accuracy improves when selecting additional features. However, diminishing returns occur,
and the difference between, e. g., 26 and 28 features is negligible. Surprisingly, the prediction
works well for only one feature. Since a majority of the websites already support QUIC, this
becomes a useful feature for distinguishing the two browsers by simply checking for the UDP
protocol on the transport layer. This comes with low recall and precision for Chrome and Firefox,
respectively, as websites not enabling QUIC are automatically classified as Firefox. This is
balanced out when utilizing more features. So, utilizing extra features is desirable.
4 Browser Fingerprinting with Private Classifier
In this section, we employ a differentially private classifier to protect the resulting ML model
against adversarial attacks. Firstly, we describe the rationale behind using a differentially private
classifier for browser fingerprinting. Secondly, we present the results for this scenario to illustrate
the trade-off between privacy and utility for the resulting ML model. Through the variation of
the privacy budget ε , we can detect the best trade-off between privacy and utility.
4.1 Browser Fingerprinting with Differentially Private Classifier
In this scenario, the adversary only has access to the resulting ML model and not to the dataset.
The access to the ML model is often categorized as black–box or white–box access [JE19]. In the
black–box setting, adversaries can only query the model [JE19]. In the white–box model, they
have access to the ML model’s parameters and its structure [SSSS17]. Subsequently, the goal of
the adversary is to infer something about the underlying data, e. g., with membership inference or
attribute inference attacks [SSSS17, FLJ+14]. Within membership inference attacks, adversaries
try to uncover if a certain data point has been part of the training dataset [SSSS17].
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Figure 3: Privacy-Utility Trade-off for Differentially Private Random Decision Forest
In attribute inference attacks, adversaries want to infer sensitive attributes of a specific data
point but have only access to the ML model and some additional non-sensitive information [JE19].
According to Shokri et al. [SSSS17], differentially private ML models reduce the probability to
successfully perform membership inference attacks.
We choose the DPRF classifier by Fletcher and Islam for browser fingerprinting [FI17]. Our
decision is based on a recent survey on DT classification, which shows that the DPRF reaches
high accuracy values and can handle continuous attributes [FI19]. To compare the results of the
DPRF classifier, we also train an unoptimized non-private RF classifier on the dataset, as we fix
the number of features to 10 in the following analyses. By varying the privacy budget ε for the
DPRF, we can assess the trade-off between privacy and utility and detect the best trade-off for
our browser fingerprinting dataset.
4.2 Results for Differentially Private Random Forest
To protect the privacy of the data points in our ML model, we evaluate the applicability of a
DPRF classifier for browser fingerprinting. With a privacy budget of ε = 1, the private RF clas-
sifier reaches an accuracy of 0.877 with 10 features. In comparison to the non-private classifier,
accuracy drops by 8 percentage points from 0.955 to 0.877. The optimized non-private classifier
performs even slightly better, reaching an accuracy of 0.982. Precision and recall are relatively
stable across all browsers for non-private classifiers. With the private classifier, we observe no-
ticeable differences between the two browsers. For Chrome, we reach a precision of 0.924 and
a recall of 0.825. For Firefox, precision is 0.847, and recall is 0.930, i. e., we reach a higher
precision for Chrome but a higher recall for Firefox.
Choosing a reasonable privacy budget is difficult as there is no concrete guideline; values in
research often vary from 0.05 to 10 or even larger values [JE19]. As a result, there is a trade-
off between the model’s utility and privacy guarantees for the individual data points. Figure 3
visualizes the accuracy for different privacy budgets (0.01 to 100), which illustrates the trade-off
between privacy and utility for our ML model. Additionally, Figure 3 also includes an upper
bound with the non-private classifier (Accuracy = 0.955) and a lower bound with the random
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guess (Accuracy = 0.5). While the model performs not much better than a random guess for
ε ≤ 0.07, accuracy values increase steadily for larger epsilons. At ε ≈ 0.11, the accuracy is
already about 0.75 and increases further up to a plateau at ε ≈ 0.51 with an accuracy of 0.88.
From there on, accuracy values fluctuate only slightly. The model reaches the maximum value
at ε ≈ 56 with an accuracy of 0.91, which is still slightly worse than the non-private classifier.
Nevertheless, these results illustrate the potential of the differentially private ML model. We find
the best trade-off for a relatively high privacy guarantee at ε = 0.51, where we can identify the
browser with an accuracy of 0.88.
5 Browser Fingerprinting with Private Data
In this section, we generate differentially private synthetic datasets to protect directly the data
and not only the resulting ML model. Firstly, we explain how we create the differentially private
synthetic datasets. Secondly, we evaluate if those generated synthetic datasets might already be
suitable for real-world applications.
5.1 Browser Fingerprinting with Differentially Private Synthetic Data
As adversaries have direct access to data in this scenario, it is insufficient to protect only the
resulting ML model. To protect the raw dataset, we create a differentially private synthetic
dataset for browser fingerprinting by applying PATE-CTGAN and QUAIL [RLP+20].
PATE-CTGAN Based on the PATE framework [PA17] and subsequent research on PATE-
GAN [JYv19], Rosenblatt et al. proposed PATE-CTGAN [RLP+20]. As Jordon et al. have shown
for PATE-GAN, differential privacy is achieved by applying a modified version of the PATE
framework to the discriminator [JYv19]. In PATE-GAN, there are three components: a genera-
tor, teacher discriminators, and a student discriminator. As described by Jordon et al. [JYv19],
PATE-GAN works as follows: At first, a given dataset is split into k disjoint subsets. Then, k
classifiers (teachers) are trained to classify samples correctly, either as synthetic or real. Thereby,
teachers receive real data only from their subset of the data but synthetic data from the gener-
ator. Subsequently, these teachers form an ensemble of ML models, which is used to train the
student discriminator. That is, the student is trained on synthetic samples that have been labeled
by the teachers. The authors ensure via normalization and initialization of the generator that
those training samples also comprise realistic synthetic samples. The labeling process guaran-
tees differential privacy as noise is added to the aggregation of the teachers’ predictions. Based
on the student’s classification loss, the student model and the generator are updated via back-
propagation. Overall, that means the teachers try to improve the classification of real and syn-
thetic data, the generator tries to deceive the student discriminator, and the student discriminator
tries to minimize classification loss on the dataset labeled by the teachers [JYv19]. Rosenblatt
et al. modify the PATE-GAN approach slightly for PATE-CTGAN [RLP+20]. Instead of the
traditional GAN framework, the authors use CTGAN in combination with the PATE framework.
The main difference is that the authors use k conditional generators for each subset of the data,
unlike using a single generator as in PATE-GAN [RLP+20].
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Table 2: Results for Random Forest on 10 Synthetic Datasets
Precision Recall
Case Result Train Test Accuracy Chrome Firefox Chrome Firefox
1 Min Synth. Synth. 0.922 0.932 0.914 0.906 0.937
1 Avg Synth. Synth. 0.951 0.955 0.948 0.945 0.957
1 Max Synth. Synth. 0.971 0.977 0.969 0.968 0.974
2 Min Synth. Real 0.551 0.746 0.529 0.153 0.802
2 Avg Synth. Real 0.733 0.839 0.708 0.566 0.900
2 Max Synth. Real 0.887 0.903 0.880 0.877 0.961
QUAIL Method To create a differentially private synthetic dataset for supervised ML tasks,
Rosenblatt et al. propose the QUAIL method [RLP+20]. The method’s general idea is to make
use of the composition theorem of differential privacy [DR14] with the combination of a dif-
ferentially private classifier and a differentially private synthesizer [RLP+20]. On a high level,
the synthesizer creates an unlabeled private synthetic dataset, which is then labeled by the ML
model. To create the unlabeled dataset, the synthesizer is trained on the real dataset without the
target class. Similarly, the classifier is trained on the real dataset with the target class to create
a differentially private ML model. The resulting model then assigns each synthetic sample in
the unlabeled dataset a label [RLP+20]. For the browser fingerprinting use case, we consider
our dataset with 10 features. We choose PATE-CTGAN with ε = 1 and δ = 10−5 as synthe-
sizer [RLP+20]. For the classifier, we choose a differentially private Logistic Regression (DPLR)
with ε = 1 and δ = 0 [CMS11]. Our implementation is based on the SmartNoise SDK [Ope21]
and diffprivlib [HBML19]. Again, we consider two different cases for our evaluation. In the first
case, we train and evaluate a RF classifier on private synthetic data. In the second case, a RF
classifier is also trained on private synthetic data. However, the classifier is now evaluated with
real data, which allows us to evaluate the utility of our synthetic datasets more realistically.
5.2 Results for Differentially Private Synthetic Data
To protect not only the resulting ML model but the data itself, we apply the QUAIL method
with PATE-CTGAN and a DPLR to our dataset. As described before, we evaluate two different
cases. In the first case, we apply 10-fold CV on the synthetic dataset. In the second case, we
predict class labels for real data. That is, the classifier is trained on a synthetic dataset but
evaluated on real data. Overall, we create 10 synthetic browser fingerprinting datasets for our
evaluation. During data creation, we ensure that the dataset is relatively balanced, i. e., we select
only datasets where the ratio of the frequency of the minority class and the majority class is
greater or equal than 0.75. In this case, class imbalance might result from the differentially
private classifier assigning the labels for the synthetic samples.
As the synthetic dataset already guarantees differential privacy, we use a non-private RF clas-
sifier to obtain the results. Table 2 shows the accuracy, precision, and recall for both cases.
The results based on the synthetic data are generally higher if we evaluate the classifier on the
synthetic data. We report the minimum, average, and maximum value across all 10 datasets.
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On the synthetic data, we reach accuracy values ranging from 0.922 in the worst case to 0.971
in the best case. The values for precision and recall differ only slightly between Firefox and
Chrome and are on the same level as the accuracy.
On the real data, we reach accuracy values from 0.551 to 0.887. We notice the same effect as
with the DPRF classifier. There is a higher precision for Chrome but a lower recall. In the worst
case, the recall is only 0.153 for Chrome, while the worst precision for Firefox is 0.529.
Despite the worst-case scenario, where the classifier is not much better than a random guess,
there is potential for private synthetic data generation. The average accuracy of 0.733 with
PATE-CTGAN and QUAIL is already relatively high compared to a random guess.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a passive browser fingerprinting method based on explainable network
traffic features to differentiate between Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome. We include a va-
riety of features aiming to be comprehensible and incorporate novel advancements such as the
UDP-based QUIC protocol in addition to the TCP-based HTTP. The robustness of these features
has to be evaluated further because QUIC is already supported by some Firefox nightly builds,
possibly making protocol-based features less viable. However, we also deem other features as
important, so the classification is not solely dependent on the protocol-based features. We in-
volve a wide range of websites based on the research-oriented Tranco ranking and measure both
browsers under equal conditions.
To maximize the possibly achievable accuracy and define an upper bound for further analyses,
we train an optimized Random Forest with hyper–parameter optimization, achieving an accu-
racy over 0.98. In addition to the optimized model, we also conduct various privacy evaluations,
namely privacy-preserving Machine Learning and privacy-preserving synthetic data generation.
With a differentially private Random Decision Forest [FI17], we achieve an accuracy of roughly
0.88, thus providing a reasonable trade-off between privacy and accuracy. The usage of differ-
entially private synthetic data also shows promising results for real-world application. To create
the synthetic datasets, we apply the QUAIL method by Rosenblatt et al. [RLP+20], where we
combine PATE-CTGAN and a differentially private Logistic Regression. We reach an accuracy
of 0.89 in the best-case scenario if we train on synthetic data and classify real-world data. While
there are some open questions, e. g., which privacy budget should be used, differentially private
synthetic data generation might be a promising approach for researchers to share sensitive data.
Similar to other fingerprinting research, there are some limitations. We consider perfect con-
ditions for data collection, which may not be realistic. In the real world, some background noise
resulting from other applications or multi-tab browsing might be present. Additionally, there are
overlapping traffic streams, i. e., we would have to figure out the beginning and end of website
visits. The data might also be expanded by adding more OSs, browsers or even different browser
versions. We plan to tackle these challenges using the same methodology in future work.
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